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Lisa Dettinger’s Fully Whelmed: Shifting from Overwhelm to Overflow

Lisa Dettinger (wife, mother, and grandma) has many “Martha”
attributes. She teaches at the private Christian school she started in
2020, is a certified life coach, runs an educational resources business,
has written curriculum for schools and churches, created three
e-courses, authored two books, helped start a Christian school in
Ghana, Africa, and speaks for events throughout the country. However,
Lisa’s “Mary” attributes are the ones she values most: sitting at the feet
of Jesus, meditating on the Father’s love and on His Word, and reveling in His active
Holy Spirit. After surrendering her previous performance mentality in order to be a
vessel for the Lord, Lisa now lives a “Mare-tha” life with Jesus instead of performing for
Him (or others!). Her life verse is 2 Corinthians 9:8 and her motto is “To live is Christ.”

Lisa’s book, Fully Whelmed: Shifting from
Overwhelm to Overflow was published in 2020. The
following is an excerpt from the first chapter, in
which she addresses the difference between
defeated overwhelm and surrendered overwhelm.

Defeated overwhelm feels like being inside a
too-small animal trap that only has locks on the
outside and there is no hope for escape. The feeling
sometimes comes suddenly with a traumatic event,
conversation, or realization. At other times defeated

overwhelm sneaks up on us. Things that start with excitement gradually become
burdensome. Sometimes overwhelm occurs after a “series of unfortunate events”
that leave us feeling like a deflated punching bag.

Surrendered overwhelm is an acknowledgment that our circumstances are more
than we can handle on our own. Yet in the midst of it all, there is an inexplicable
inner peace knowing that the One Who loves us enough to die for us provides
hope because He also conquered death for us (Jesus, our Living hope!).

We don’t trust what’s happening around us, but we trust Him because He is with
us in our circumstances. More than that, He is in us. So ultimately, when our
situation feels overwhelming, it is His Presence that can whelm from within us.
We can surrender it to Him...
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…Welcome to a journey where you can choose to shift your perspective, where
you can give yourself permission to experience the human emotions of your
overwhelming circumstances while simultaneously experiencing the Presence of
the Living God whelming you from within, causing you to overflow with Him.

So how do we become fully whelmed with Jesus? The book dives in with chapter titles
like, “More than Fight or Flight,” “The Yoke’s on You,” “Abundant Scarcity,” “Chocolate
and M&Ms,” “The Rubber Hits the Road,” “Say to this Mountain,” and “I-D-E-A-S.” Each
chapter is followed by “Questions For Reflection and Regeneration” as well as a
personal testimony from victorious, fully-whelmed Christians (some from City Church!).

“Live a life fully whelmed with the Presence of the Lord and you will not be overwhelmed
in the presence of a storm” (Chapter 3).      To God be the glory!


